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The Wooster Voice

Proof of Evolution

From the Feb. 9, 1895, issue of The Wooster Voice

LOCAL—Janice Beatty has been on the sick list all day and night

The Senior English Latin takes great pride in the
completely finished Plautus' Captivi

The Athletic Debate, Re-

A---Dick Morris, The Stud-

Like an ad, honest

Behind the beard. "We're not your friends": we find this par-

"Hey, Buddy

"Hey buddy, don't you know there's a war on!"

It has become a stock phrase, one which calls forth planks and
secured entire radio prints, yet its impact fails to impress us
Perhaps that is because we really don't know there's a war on. Of
course we all have lived once in the service and of course we all
feel the reality of war, but how many of us know what lies
behind words like Armenb, Oder, St. Louis? Will we be
able to look our children in the eyes at the end of World War II and
will we have to send them to their history books?

An understanding of military tactics is not necessary: timelessness
magazines, published weekly, can interpret the news for you.
Conservatism can keep you well informed without doing your thing
but turning a button. Daily reading of some newspaper is the ideal
way to keep up with quickening events. If, however, you consider
present this you can get a minute of the week's events in the New
York Times or in Time magazine. For pictorial evidence which helps
solidify the event in your memory there are several good magazines
are the consecutive pages in the library.

It is a well-known fact that the more you know about some
thing the more interested you are in it. Even slight knowledge of the
world of which you are a part can be thrilling. One such
which should make you feel more in touch with the thousands
of people in your community is "Hey, Buddy."

That the moment you get out of things happening
Simons skillfully down to plain not having fun.

Says our own Ogden Nash in his "Procrastination All Is Of The Time!", so our advice is to rescue yourself out of this unfortunate
state, in which you are mired like a mule in muck. This does
not refer, of course, to doing your lessons day by day, or gripping
instead term papers by the horse (which they certainly hope),
but to the tendency of miscalculated habits. Now we
know that respected parents get a letter a week or maybe two, and perhaps "the man in the suit" goes even a letter a day, but what
about the other people in your life?

In the first place, there is nothing so uncomfortable as a
down unanswered letter hanging over your head. The more
things the more use your head and you'll find that you can
bear the news of your situation. Then, it is not as if
In the second place, is a letter

"防腐化All Is Of The Time"

"Temper and steel, temper and steel"

These are the days that teach you to

How dare, on a planet redundant with woe
That steel is notumber, that tooe repose
That the moment of joy get not done things
Simons skillfully down to plain not having fun.

During the "Hey, Buddy" days, we find this paragraph:

"Each group camp provided with its own cooking equipment, and
of course, the representation of the various regions at each camp
performed as an equal".

And then, no doubt to protect the many faithful Indians, we feel that
the John F. Lowell Ames Co. has burst hargious in guns, roundel and revolvers.

Most marveling of all, "Show she is Laundry is still in formation.

By Penobscot

In Quest of Happiness Happiness=

Enlightening the daily

But disappointing when you reach

Or is it like the limp of few

Passing through your finger tips;

Impossible to give up and get

Happiness is never truly found

Looking for it. Better far to work and strive at daily tasks,
Offering thanks for present joys, for little things;
And never asking for ourselves

Have you never wondered

Actor (a is a Madman)

Let us go to the sea again;

We have a hand in the other

and full of the sea

sailing on the wall of

Beyond the noise of

The voice of the sea

We can sit on a chair by the sea

and think of nothing at all

Except the salt of the

Black Sea. They

are trying to rec

to this ideal state, for instance, through the

efforts of their various clubs, and it is a process which
is greatly strengthened by Mr. Roosevelt's
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REPORTS ON SPORTS

By STAN MORSKI

The three Scott Tank Sailors

Two nights ago, the Spooner and the Scots played a game of tennis on the grass courts on the north side of the college. The game was played to determine the champion of the college tennis tournament. The Spooner had defeated the Scots in the first round, but the Scots had won in the second. The third and final match was played on the morning of the second day, with the Scots winning by a score of 6-2, 6-1. The Scots then went on to win the championship of the college tennis tournament.

The Scots have been practicing for their upcoming matches and are looking forward to a successful season. The team is composed of some of the best players in the college and is expected to do well in the upcoming tournaments. The Scots are looking forward to a strong season and are working hard to prepare for their matches. They are expected to do well in the upcoming matches and are looking forward to a successful season.
May Queen Petitions Due
Petitions for May Queen must be turned in by Monday morning. Dylan Cowboys. Primary elections will be held in the Student Senate room in Kibbe Wednesday, Feb. 12. Candidates for May Queen may be seen by Peg Cooper, Peg Hunter, Nancy Parkyn, Martha Purdy, and Jeanne Wagner.

Paul Mansfield to Speak
(Continued from Page 1)
Paul Mansfield, a noted authority on the study of the Negro in the religious and social field, will deliver a lecture on "The Negro as a Religious Figure" at 6:30 p.m. Monday, Feb. 12, in the auditorium of the College of Wooster. His lecture is sponsored by the Department of Religion and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Tickets will be sold at the door, and the student body is invited to attend.

COUNTER SHOP-WISE
- OF FREEDLANDERS
If winter has made your skin feel as soft and tender as a cat's fur, you can do more than usual to protect it. First, use the right creams and lotions, especially those containing essential fatty acids. Next, avoid harsh soaps and detergents, which can strip away essential oils. Finally, use a good quality moisturizer to help retain moisture in the skin. These tips will help you keep your skin soft, supple, and beautiful.

George Lahm
Jeweler
221 E. Liberty St.

COMPLIMENTS

of

Gray and Son

HAMBURGER INN

Prof. W. C. Craig Writes Book

Another important event at Capital University is the opening of a new art exhibit. The exhibit features works of art by local artists, along with pieces from the university's own collection. The exhibit is free and open to the public.

The Old Maid and the Thief
"The Old Maid and the Thief," a novel, will be released in April. The story tells the tale of a young woman who becomes entangled in a web of lies and deceit, as she tries to make ends meet. The novel is the latest in a series of books written by award-winning author Jane Winter. "The Old Maid and the Thief" is expected to be a best-seller and will be available at bookstores nationwide.

"Out of Vermont Kitchens"
"Out of Vermont Kitchens" by Vermont's favorite cookbook author, "Out of Vermont Kitchens," is a collection of traditional recipes and culinary secrets from the Green Mountain State. The book features a variety of dishes, from appetizers to desserts, all of which are made with fresh, local ingredients. "Out of Vermont Kitchens" is a must-read for anyone who loves cooking and wants to learn more about the rich culinary traditions of Vermont.

The class of 1975 celebrated its 50th reunion this weekend, and the college held a special event to commemorate the occasion. The reunion featured a dinner, a speech by the college's president, and a chance for alumni to reconnect and reminisce about their time at the college.

In other news, the college announced the appointment of a new dean of students. The dean will be responsible for overseeing the college's student affairs department, and will work closely with the administration to create a supportive and inclusive environment for all students.